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Clothing
1FA70 🩰
1FA71 🩱
1FA72 🩲
1FA73 🩳
1FA74 🩴
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BALLET SHOES
ONE-PIECE SWIMSUIT
BRIEFS
SHORTS
THONG SANDAL

Medical symbols
1FA78 🩸 DROP OF BLOOD
1FA79 🩹 ADHESIVE BANDAGE
1FA7A 🩺 STETHOSCOPE

Food and drink
1FAD0 🫐 BLUEBERRIES
1FAD1 🫑 BELL PEPPER
1FAD2 🫒 OLIVE
1FAD3 🫓 FLATBREAD
1FAD4 🫔 TAMALE
1FAD5 🫕 FONDUE
1FAD6 🫖 TEAPOT

Toys and sport symbols
1FA80 🪀 YO-YO
1FA81 🪁 KITE
1FA82 🪂 PARACHUTE
1FA83 🪃 BOOMERANG
1FA84 🪄 MAGIC WAND
1FA85 🪅 PINATA
1FA86 🪆 NESTING DOLLS
Miscellaneous objects
1FA90 🪐 RINGED PLANET
1FA91 🪑 CHAIR
1FA92 🪒 RAZOR
1FA93 🪓 AXE
1FA94 🪔 DIYA LAMP
1FA95 🪕 BANJO
1FA96 🪖 MILITARY HELMET
1FA97 🪗 ACCORDION
1FA98 🪘 LONG DRUM
1FA99 🪙 COIN
1FA9A 🪚 CARPENTRY SAW
1FA9B 🪛 SCREWDRIVER
1FA9C 🪜 LADDER
1FA9D 🪝 HOOK
1FA9E 🪞 MIRROR
1FA9F 🪟 WINDOW
1FAA0 🪠 PLUNGER
1FAA1 🪡 SEWING NEEDLE
1FAA2 🪢 KNOT
1FAA3 🪣 BUCKET
1FAA4 🪤 MOUSE TRAP
1FAA5 🪥 TOOTHBRUSH
1FAA6 🪦 HEADSTONE
1FAA7 🪧 PLACARD
1FAA8 🪨 ROCK
Animals and nature
1FAB0 🪰 FLY
1FAB1 🪱 WORM
1FAB2 🪲 BEETLE
1FAB3 🪳 COCKROACH
1FAB4 🪴 POTTED PLANT
1FAB5 🪵 WOOD
1FAB6 🪶 FEATHER
Body parts
1FAC0 🫀 ANATOMICAL HEART
1FAC1 🫁 LUNGS
People
1FAC2 🫂 PEOPLE HUGGING
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